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Whole Person Coaching 
“When an individual comes to know, embrace and express all aspects of their wholeness, they 
are positioned to thrive in any aspect of their life. They become rich in resources, grounded in 
their being and at peace within.”  -Feroshia Knight 
 
Web of Life 
Recognizes interconnectedness of the whole person including: Career/Business, Environment, 
Romance, Social Life, Spirituality, Health/Fitness, Growth/Learning, Enjoyment, Family, Wealth. 
 
Generations 
Currently, we have 4 generations in the workplace: 
Boomers: Born out of WWII, invincible, less receptive, hold wealth and outliving it, embracing 
technology now. 
Gen X: Born in cold war era, “Latchkey kids” who are self-sufficient and adaptable. Calm and 
leading. 
Millenials: Live online with high student debt, no patience or brand loyalty, change jobs often. 
Generation of Worry. Shifting toward stability. 
Gen Z: Never seen life altering event such as 9/11. Individualistic, thrifty. Current crisis will be a 
turning point and effect their college decisions. 
 
Label Emotions Specifically 
(Helpful for managing our own emotions and response) 
 
Crisis breeds change and transition and we experience strong emotions. We tend to push these 
emotions aside when we would be healthier to acknowledge and label them. 
When we try to label our emotions, we usually resort to a common buzzword. We challenge 
you to look beyond the buzzwords and use a more specific or descriptive word to describe what 
you are feeling and why. Also notice what physical sensations you are experiencing. 
Identifying your emotions and acknowledging them often diminishes the intensity and helps us 
to thoughtfully respond or take action. 



 
Link to University of Rochester Study on effect of labeling emotions in teens. 
https://www.rochester.edu/newscenter/embargo-teenagers-ability-to-describe-negative-
emotions-protects-against-depression-384462/ 
 
https://psycnet.apa.org/record/2019-35689-001 
 
Honoring and Respecting Another’s Experience 
Techniques for Holding Space  
(Helpful for bridging between generations and exploring how others are handling this crisis and 
time of change) 
 

1. Being Present 
a. Resist problem solving 
b. Release unrelated thoughts or agenda 
c. Be calm and neutral but remain connected 

2. Reflecting 
a. Share what you’ve heard using their words 
b. Observe their body language back to them 

3. Value of Silence 
a. Allows contemplation and deeper process 
b. Silence is a form of honor 

4. Be Curious 
a. Avoid yes/no questions 
b. “Tell me more about that” 
c. Ask questions from a place of really wanting to know more 

 
Viewing each individual as a whole person with their web of experiences and remaining deeply 
curious are the most powerful techniques we have in bridging divides and sensitivities between 
generations, family members, team members and our community at large. 
 
Human touch also remains a powerful from of connection and the human hand is the most 
important and sensitive tool we have. Virtual hugs just aren’t the same. 
 
 
Link to Dr. Julie Kellogg’s article on generations and curiosity. 
https://www.wsda.org/news/blog/blog-details/2020/01/10/a-curious-future-dr.-julie-kellogg 
 
 
Contact us: 
juliekelloggdds@gmail.com 
 
drkaren@balanceddoctor.com  
www.balanceddoctor.com 
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